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Plot/Story 
You’ve got it all; the fame, the fortune, people swooning over you, paparazzi taking photos 

everywhere you go. Until one fatal mistake lands you in jail. You have 52 chances to get out of 

jail, otherwise you’re stuck there for life. Grimy floors, small walls, no windows, grubby fingers, 

and sloppy food. Good luck. 

 

Idea Generation 
During an in-class task we were asked to write down the first five things to come to mind within 

five minutes. Whether it was a name, an idea, theme or something we just enjoy. Within the 

last few seconds of the timer, and after a long five minutes of no ideas, I thought of “get 

Martha Stewart out of jail”. This idea developed quite quickly into a game that involved 

celebrities and crimes they had committed. It is a simple card game that involves celebrity 

characters and the crimes they have either been charged for in the past, or something they 

have been accused of. 

 

You Did What? Is an appropriation of the game Ride the Bus (you can read about it here), taking 

similar ideas and themes but having changed them to suit the theme of celebrity crimes. 

 

  



Game Production 
 

Genre/Theme 
Celebrity Crimes. 

There are 10 player cards for this game. Each card has a celebrity on it (for the purpose of a 

prototype I have used real celebs, but if it were to go to print they would be fully illustrated to 

look similar to real celebrities, but having differences as to not infringe on any 

copyright/trademark). The idea is that each person playing chooses a celebrity card and gets to 

pretend to be that person for the duration of the game. They can put on an accent or just 

mimic the charge that they have been dealt with. It’s a way to make it more interesting while 

keeping the game simple and easy to play. 

 

Details & Mechanics 
• Each player versus the dealer. 

• Flipping the cards. 

• Guessing what card will turn. 

o GREEN/ORANGE 

o HIGHER / LOWER 

o INSIDE / OUTSIDE numbers 

o Suite: CASH / DRUGS / GUNS / CUFFS 

 
Pieces 
• Deck of specialised cards (52) 

o 4 suits: guns, drugs, cash, cuffs 

• 10 x celebrity character cards 

• Accordion Booklet (8 pages; side 1 (4 pg) has rules, side 2 is the board) 

 
Rules 

1. Decide who will be the dealer, they get the deck of specialised cards. 

2. All other players randomly choose a character card. 



o You are now this character. Think like them, speak like them, act like them, for 

the duration of the game. 

3. Everyone will verse the dealer. 

4. All players put their character card on the board on (Q1). 

5. The dealer will ask all players a question, and wait for their answer. 

6. Once they have an answer the dealer will flip the top card in the deck and reveal the 

answer. 

• Question 1: What colour is the card? GREEN OR ORANGE 

Players choose what colour they think the card will be. 

7. Dealer flips card over to reveal whether it is GREEN or ORANGE. 

o Players that got it correct, progress to question 2 and move their character card 

to (Q2) on the board 

o Players that were incorrect stay on question 1. 

8. Continue with this and go through all the questions. 

If a player passes the first question, and then answers a questions incorrectly they must go back 

to the first question and start again. 

• Question 2: Will the next card be HIGHER or LOWER than the number on the first 

card? 

• Question 3: Will the next card be INSIDE the two numbers drawn already, or 

OUTSIDE? 

• Question 4: What suit will be on the following card? DRUGS, CASH, GUNS or CUFFS? 

9. Once a player reaches the final question (SUIT) and gets the answer correct, they win 

the game and get out of jail. 

Note: For even more fun, over 18’s can add alcohol. If you get a question wrong, not only do 

you start again, you also have to take a drink. 

  



Design Process 
 

Design Process & Evaluation 
Initially the game was going to be played with a regular deck of cards, adding the character 

cards to the mix. Once I started to think about the theme of the game, along with the storyline, 

I decided I needed to create cards that represent items or themes that relate to jail and crime. I 

designed the deck of 52 cards in a similar way to regular decks; they are green and orange, with 

guns, cash, drugs and cuffs as the suites. I then designed the character cards with a simple 

format in mind, just plain white with the cartoon images on a brightly coloured background. 

This way the cards stand out, but they aren’t over the top. 



 
 

I used photoshop to create all of the cards, using icons and royalty free cartoon images from 

online/ I changed the colour of the icons used for the suites to be either orange or green, and 

for the numbers I chose a font that looked more like a gaming font as opposed to a traditional 

one. 

 

There was no further adaptations or changes to the initial design, what began as the design for 

the game continued and stayed to be the final prototype. 

 



Prototyping & Playtesting 
 

PLAYTEST 1 

The first playtest of the game was quite successful. The feedback I received was positive, with 

all players enjoying the game, finding the rules quite straightforward and easy to understand. 

They also offered a couple of suggestions in order to improve it and build on what I had already 

created with my prototype. 
 

Feedback:  

• Incorporate a small board so that players can place their cards and know which question 

they are up to, without them or the dealer having to remember. 

• Have a difficulty level: go back to start (hard), go back one space (easy). 

 

PLAYTEST 2 
After the second round of playtesting the initial prototype, without any changes or suggestions 

being implemented, the feedback remained quite similar to the first group; that something to 

help players remember which question they were up to was necessary. The suggestion to also 

put images on there to remind everyone of the questions was made (e.g. Higher/Lower have up 

and down arrows. Suite have the suite icons). I posed the question about having a difficulty 

level, and the players thought that it wasn’t necessary because having to go back to the start 

became part of the challenge, and created a sense of eagerness to get to the final question and 

win. 



 

Feedback: 

• Incorporate a small board so that players can place their cards and know which question 

they are up to, without them or the dealer having to remember. 

• Have the option that if a player wins they can choose a new character to try and get out 

of jail. 

• Enjoyed playing the characters. 

• Suggestions I should actually produce the game. 

 

 

PLAYTEST 3  

The third and final playtest included the adaptations and adjustments that had been suggested 

in prior game play.  



 

 
 

Feedback: 

• Was simple and straightforward to play. 

• Easy to read rules. 

• Liked the board so they knew what question they were up to - made it easy to know 

without thinking. 

• Another suggestion to print and produce the game. 

• Found enjoyment in the character profiles and having to use accents, etc.  

 

Response to Playtesting 
 
Overall the feedback I received with playtesting was positive, the game design and pieces were 

received really well with a lot of good feedback about the design, and loving the character cards 

especially.  

 

I implemented the suggestion of having a board so that players knew which question they were 

up to without having to try and remember, or have the dealer trying to remember. This was 

positive in my following rounds of playtesting as it was evident that it did impact the difficulty 



of the game - it was noticeable that players didn’t have to think what question they were 

answering next and the games were running a lot smoother. 

 

I chose not to implement the difficulty level, because it wasn’t a recurring feedback concern. 

Others suggested that it keeps the competitiveness and the players eager to finish. 

 

  



Production & Distribution 
 

Production Process 
When researching into production and printing, it was quite difficult to find a company that 

specialises in card games, but I came across makeplayingcards.com (MPC), a company that has 

been in the professional games printing industry for over 30 years. MPC is part of QP Group, a 

printing and manufacturing company in the gaming industry that was founded in 1982. They 

use an online platform to create high quality, customised playing cards for game companies, 

retail, education and more, either for leisure or for proper gaming/selling purposes, while 

remaining cost effective and practical with their wholesale prices. MPC also has a marketing 

team that are able to implement creative strategies and provide ideas to have brands engage 

with their target audiences. 

 

The company has no minimum order quantity which is good for a start-up or someone who 

can’t afford to order hundreds or thousands of products. The company prints all their decks 

with cutting edge industrial printers, keeping the environment in mind; minimising waste and 

sourcing materials from well-managed forests, so that there is no damage against the Earth. 

 

Printing Cost 
A rough estimation to produce You Did What? Is $39.65 per complete game. 

Each game would include: 

• Deck of 52 custom game cards 

• 10 individual character cards 

• Custom double drawer gloss laminated box 

• Accordion rules booklet - 8 pages (4 pages = rules, back 4 pages = board) 

 

As you purchase more games, MPC discounts the price per game quite significantly. To 

purchase 1000 units it would cost $7,700. The table below shows the cost per game for my 

specific custom designed card game, and how it decreases as the units purchased increases. 

 



 
 

The shipping cost for 1000 games is $859.37 express shipping. 

 

Production Timeline 
The time frame it would take to produce the game is based only on printing time as all card 

faces and images are finalised without the need for any adjustments. The timeframe that MPC 

suggested my order would be delivered to me by the third week in June, which is about 3 

weeks at the maximum, with regular shipping. The site suggests 17 business days - 14 business 

days for production and processing time, and 3 days shipping. 

 

Potential Distributors 
 

A potential distributor of my card game is Let’s Play Games: Distribution (LPG). LPG is 

Australia’s premier distributor of specialist board games, role playing games, card games, 

gaming accessories and organised play kits. They have a range of game experts that have a 

personal and professional commitment to building game communities across the country. 

 

There are a range of potential retailers across the country one of which being Gameology, 

which is Australia’s largest gaming warehouse, operating in Melbourne. They stock the largest 



range of board games, card games and related gaming products. They are all online, allowing 

them to give their customers the most competitive pricing for their stocked products. Another 

potential retailer could be Games Paradise, the leading online retailer of premium quality 

games in Australia. They have been specialising in distributing games for over 20 years and have 

over 10,000 hits per month. 

 

Both retailers are quite popular and are available online, allowing for anyone to purchase a 

product no matter where in the world they live. It makes my product easily accessible around 

the country and even globally. 

 

Target Market 
The target age range for my game is 16+. This is due to criminal themes, which means it’s 

necessary to have a mature and not as easily influenced audience, but nothing too dangerous 

or violent that it needs to be adults only. 

 
Expansion Opportunities 
There are a few expansion opportunities, the first being one similar to Cards Against Humanity 

where there are expansion packs available to purchase. There could be a range of different 

celebrity expansion packs including actors, actresses, singers, bands, even social media 

influencers. 

 

An alternative to having a hard copy version would be an app or digital version. This would also 

give players the ability to play individually as opposed to always having to play with two players 

or more. While an app would be expensive to create, I think it would be something a lot of 

people would be interested in if the game was released on the market and was successful, 

meaning that there would be the avenue to charge a small fee per game. 

 

Findings & Results 
Overall, my findings show I was successful in creating a game prototype. While I did have some 

feedback suggested, I took it on board and implemented most of it into the game to simplify 

and make it easier for players. A big concern was the way that the rules were written; I was 



unsure whether I was able to communicate them well enough but after playtesting I found that 

it was the simplest way to break them down. 

If chosen to, the game design is almost finalised and ready to be printed, I would need to do a 

lot more playtesting to refine and iron out any other small hiccups or little things that weren’t 

picked up throughout the three rounds of playtesting. 
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